Brochure

Digital Governance
Persona-driven solution for real-time transition tracking & reporting, providing a
transparent and up- to-date view of transition
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Introduction
The new ways of working have impacted every facet of how IT services are rendered. With
restrictions on physical connect, reduced mobility and limited access to physical
infrastructure, businesses have had to take a virtual route. One such area which has been
highly impacted by this change is Transition Management.

Transition, which requires changing hands from one vendor to another, has always been a
critical task and is vital to the success of any engagement. Governance being an integral part
of transition has been highly impacted with remote and hybrid infrastructure. To ensure
seamless knowledge transition - right from transition planning, to knowledge extraction to all
the way to the completion of reverse shadowing, Transition has always required many
physical touchpoints. Transition, thus, assumes a very special significance due to its inherent
disruptive nature.

LTI’s Canvas Transition is crafted keeping in mind governance requirements of various
personas and stakeholders involved during Transition. It provides a platform for real-time
transition tracking & reporting. The real-time dashboards enable one view of the entire
transition progress and provides for hotspot identification for transition.
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Why LTI Canvas Transition?
Transitions across
application, infrastructure,
service desk

Multi-channel
compatibility

A one-stop governance platform
to track and monitor progress
across transition types, phases,
services

20+ Comprehensive
pre-set reports
available
Gives transition a jumpstart
with pre-set reports

Support for Agile-to
Agile transitions
Be it Agile, Waterfall, Iterative or
any other methodology, the
platform supports all types of
transition

Easy to access across devices,
desktops, laptops, mobiles, tablets

Why

Persona-specific
access
Enabling different level access
for personas including
transition manager, client
SME, third-party SME, project
manager, KT recipient

Intuitive transition
planning and configuration
No one-size-fits-all solution,
customized transition planning
and configuration based on
client’s requirements
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LTI Canvas Transition: Digital Governance
A glimpse of our dashboards
Report Name

Application level
Operational Readiness
Check (ORC) Report

Knowledge Transfer
Efforts Report

KT Progress Report

KT Session Feedback
Report

KT Session Feedback
Report

Snapshot
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Pre-Transition Readiness
Report

Reverse Shadowing
Report

Shadowing Report

Success Story
Creating a seamless transition experience for
Global HVAC Major
A Global HVAC Major was one of the key transition projects to be conducted entirely in
remote manner with limited physical access to premises and face-to-face interaction with
SMEs. LTI leveraged its LTI Canvas Transition, to ensure real-time tracking and governance
of all the transition activities. The key dashboards generated included, Wave / Portfolio
Transition Summary, KT Sessions Tracker, Risk & Issue Tracker, Operational Readiness
Check (ORC), KT Effectiveness, Shadow Progress Report and Reverse Shadow Progress
Reports.
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The project involved large AMS Support transitioned from 35 Vendors + 150 independent
contractors + multiple inhouse resources across geographies. The scope involved 850+
diversified set of applications across 27 different technology portfolios carried out in a
waved-based approach.

Remote transition was enabled by adopting to voice, video calls and local language
translators. Successful completion of remote transition for 200+ applications. Onsite
presence across 40 locations including factories and plants, enabling 10 languages for
transition activities and support across Europe and Asia. 40+ contractors and 4 FTE resources
were successfully rebadged during transition for some of areas involving incumbency and
key SMEs.

The online tracking of Knowledge transfer and governance metrics lead to reduction of
~ 45% effort for the project and governance team.

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 400 clients
succeed in a converging world. With operations in 31 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and
accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and
cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us
unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each
day, our team of more than 32,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and
technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at
http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI Global.

info@Lntinfotech.com

